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Section A

Answer all questions

1' A soiution absorbs ggLo of theradiation passing through it. Find the optical density.
2. Explain the term,nebuli2ation,-

3. Distinguish between electron spectroscopy and erectronic spectroscopy.
4. Explainterms KLL andKlMwithrefererrc* to.AES
5. What is chronopotentiometry ?

6. Distinguish behveen Voltammetry and polaro!;raphy.

7. Name two d.etectors employed in GC..l-

8, .What is affinity chromatography ? ,

9. Distinggish between DTA and DTG.

10. How is dissolved oxygen in water sample estimated ?

11. Define iodine value. Explain its significance.

72. How do you estinate serum electrolytes ?

13. What is ELISA test ?

14. Write one example each for (a) biosensor; (b) chemosensor.

Section B

Answer any seveln questiais.
Each, questgsn sa:rries a titeightage of 2.

15 ' B{efly explain the working of monochromators generally ennployed in nu-visible spectrophotometer.
16. Briefly explain the principle of AES.

L7. What is biamperometry ? Discuss. .
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18. What is oxine ? Discuss its use in separation science.
' 19. Water is electrolysed between two Pt electrodes..If 0.50 A is passed for B0 minutes. Calculate the

20. Compare amperostatic coulometrywithpotentiostatic coulometry. -

2L. Biiefly discuss the principle and applications of TMA.

22. What is NO" ? IIow is it estimated ?
' 23. What are the common food adulterants ? Discuss.

. 24., How do you estimate chlorinated pesticides ? Explain.

(7 xZ = 14weightage)

.

, Answer any tyo questions.
Each questian carries a weightage of 4.

25. Discuss the instrurnentation in IR spectrometer.

26. Discuss the theory and applications of HpLC.\r: :

t 27. Discuss the instrumentation in DSC.
rJ; {)*A 28. What are water quality parameters ? How are they estimated ? Discuss.

(2x q = 8 weightage)
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